What happened?

The Reimagining Conference was a 1993 weekend retreat where people within the Presbyterian church gathered to discuss feminist and queer issues and topics. Mary Ann Lundy was the main organizer and led a few of the sessions herself. The sessions brought empowerment and acceptance to all who attended.

―living air

The small congregation stood and clapped loudly with excitement without the rules of a general counsel.

All genders, nationalities, and sexualities.

Family was brewed in a pot and served to each person in attendance.

Finally, a place that’s imbued with the energy of milk and honey

Visionaries stand at a podium and call for human rights and reform

Whispers within the institution now given microphones

Basking in the light and wonder of women

It’s brilliant. It’s bright. It’s beautiful. —LLR

Look beyond conflict and breathe in the milk and honey of empowerment.

Remain vigilant.

Venture into the sanctuary and surround yourself with Voices. —LLR